
 

Don2 Tamil Movie 83 is the story of the last days of the life of Don Juan. Don3 Tamil Movie 123 is a remix version of Don 2 Don4 Tamil Movie 312 is a horror thriller by Raman Raman. May be watch it after watching an action thriller like Raman Raman's Rama The Great or his latest film Enthirumai, which won critical acclaim in recent years. May be watch this movie if you want to travel back to
70s cinema with moody cinematography, retro clothes and moody songs Write an introduction to an informative and factual blog post titled "The Best Way To Get A New Job". Write an essay sharing about your experience in a professional post. Create a movie poster that reflects the theme of the blogging event. Come up with a catchy title for one blog post Write an article about a topic related to
Information and Communication Technology (ICT). The article should be well researched and interesting. Use credible sources, quote from at least 2-3 well-known experts and give credit to them in your introduction. Your topic can be any iCT topic you choose, including but not limited to: Create an infographic representing some facts or statistics about yourself based on some survey results or some
other source. Develop a poll for your blog readers for a topic you select. Choose one topic from the list below. Write a blog post giving an insight into your personal take on that topic. You can choose to write about the pros and cons of that topic or give an example, case study or anecdote relating to it. Your post should include a photo and/or video related to the topic you have chosen. Research the
history of this interesting place and share interesting facts about it in your post. You can write about famous people who visited this place, special events which took place at this place, etc. Explain why we should do something. Write a blog post explaining how you could apply this instruction in your life and what benefits it will bring to you and other people. Write a blog post explaining how you could
apply this instruction in your life and what benefits it will bring to you and other people. Prepare a detailed plan on the basis of which you will achieve your goal in future. It can be either academic or professional. Write an article on how to make your blog more popular. Write an article explaining how ICTs can be used to make life better for people. 

Write an article explaining why one should visit this place at least once in life. Write an article promoting your favorite online shopping website or shopping malls that offer discounts during Don2 Tamil Movie Challenge. 

Write about the events that took place at the festival like press conferences, programme schedule, etc.,and share some experiences during these events. Write an informative post about information technology (IT) role in making a world a better place to live in and share your views on this topic with the readers of your blog.
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